
Canvas Remix Techniques For Creating Mixed
Media Accessories
In the realm of art and creativity, the possibilities are endless. Artists are
constantly exploring new ideas and techniques to push the boundaries of their
work. One such trend that has gained significant popularity in recent years is
canvas remixing for creating mixed media accessories. This exciting technique
allows artists to repurpose old canvases and transform them into unique and
wearable pieces of art.

What is Canvas Remixing?

Canvas remixing is a creative method that involves altering and repurposing
existing canvas artworks to create new and innovative mixed media accessories.
Rather than starting from scratch, artists can take advantage of the texture, color,
and patterns already present on the canvas and incorporate additional elements
such as fabric, beads, buttons, and even recycled materials to achieve a one-of-
a-kind piece.

Materials and Tools

Before embarking on your canvas remixing journey, it is essential to have the
right materials and tools. Here are some examples of what you may need:
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An old canvas artwork

Assorted fabric scraps

Beads, buttons, and other embellishments

Acrylic paints in various colors

Paintbrushes of different sizes

Scissors

Glue gun

Needle and thread

Canvas Remixing Techniques

Now that you have your materials ready, let's dive into some popular canvas
remixing techniques:

1. Collage and Layering

In this technique, you can cut out various fabric scraps and create a collage on
the canvas. Layer the fabric pieces on top of each other, experimenting with
different shapes and sizes. Secure them in place using a glue gun or needle and
thread. This technique adds depth and texture to your canvas remix creation.

2. Painting and Embellishing

Another exciting way to remix canvas is by painting over the existing artwork. Use
acrylic paints to add new colors, patterns, and textures that complement the
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original design. Once the paint has dried, you can further enhance your piece by
attaching beads, buttons, and other embellishments. This combination of painting
and embellishing creates a visually dynamic accessory.

3. Cut-Outs and Appliques

If you want to incorporate specific elements from your canvas into your mixed
media accessory, consider using cut-outs and appliques. Cut out shapes or
images from the original artwork and attach them to a new fabric base, such as a
t-shirt or a tote bag. This technique allows you to showcase the original canvas
while creating a functional and wearable item.

Where to Find Inspiration

If you're feeling stuck or need some inspiration before starting your canvas
remixing project, here are a few places to look:

Art galleries and exhibitions

Online artist communities and forums

Instagram and Pinterest

Art and craft magazines

Local flea markets and thrift stores

Canvas remixing techniques provide a fantastic way to breathe new life into old
canvas artworks while creating unique and personalized mixed media
accessories. The process allows artists to experiment, repurpose, and combine
different materials to produce visually stunning and wearable pieces. So, raid
your studio or visit a flea market, and start remixing those canvases!
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Looking to add a little bit of sophistication to your projects? Take your mixed-
media art to the next level with Canvas Remix. In this funky yet whimsical book,
Alisa Burke shows you how to work with canvas in ways that go beyond the
stretcher bar. Create a tote bag, placemat or even beads for jewelry by using any
of the forty-five techniques that Alisa demonstrates. Whether it's collage art or
urban graffiti that fits your style, Canvas Remix has it covered.
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